Boston Rd and Allerton Ave
Pedestrian Safety Improvements

Background
- Roadway to be resurfaced early Spring 2018
- Community requests for safer crossing at Boston Rd and Allerton Ave
- Boston Rd is a Vision Zero Priority Corridor with 9.9 Pedestrian KSI per mile

Location
- Existing All-Ped phase
- Bx26 operates along Allerton Ave
- The Westchester Bee Line bus service operates the BL60, BL61, and BL62 on Boston Rd

Improvements
- Add crosswalks on Boston Rd
- Install a painted neckdown on Matthews Ave southbound
- Add a left turn lane on Allerton Ave eastbound turning on to Boston Rd northbound

Benefits
- Safer, shorter pedestrian crossings
- Improved visibility across the intersection
- Clarified vehicular movements